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Abstrat

The behavior of a partially saturated soil during surfae water in�ltration is

analysed by means of an elasto-plasti onstitutive model formulated in terms of

e�etive-stress and extended to unsaturated onditions. The model is alibrated

onsidering laboratory sale experimental results under sution ontrolled ondi-

tions. The wetting proess in two ollapsing soils, initially loaded at in-situ stresses,

is simulated by imposing two di�erent boundary onditions: surfae ponding and

water �ow. The stress paths resulting from the imbibition proess are analyzed at

di�erent points inside the layer.

Keywords: Water In�ltration, Volumetri Collapse, Stress Paths, Partial Saturation,

Constitutive Modeling.

Introdution

The predition of the hydro-mehanial response of geomaterials under limati ations,

e.g. rainfall events, plays a fundamental role in order to prevent phenomena suh as foun-

dation settlements or slope instability. Unsaturated soils during an imbibition path may

either swell or shrink depending on the initial onditions in terms of void ratio and water

ontent. The paper is foused on the analyses of the hydro-mehanial response of two

ollapsible soils subjet to two di�erent in�ltration events with the aim of understanding

how wetting-indued deformation a�ets the response of natural deposits during imbibi-

tion. Examples of the e�ets of variations of the saturation degree indued by wetting on
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the deformation of the soil an be found in [1℄ and [2℄ at laboratory sale or in [3℄ and [4℄

at the �eld sale and on the strength redution are reported in e.g. [5℄, [6℄ and [7℄.

A simple analysis of the water in�ltration proess shows that the urrent spatial dis-

tribution of the pore-water pressure is a�eted, on one hand, by the hydrauli properties

of the soil, say retention harateristis and permeability, and, on the other hand, by the

external loading due to limate onditions (rainfall intensity and duration, rainfall pat-

terns and evapo-transpiration rate). The e�ets of these fators on the water in�ltration

and the response of the material in terms of pore-water pressure distribution have been

investigated among others by [8℄, who developed a parametri study of rainfall in�ltration

mehanisms, or, more reently, by [9℄ and [10℄ who disussed the relation between the sta-

bility of shallow landslides and rainfall events for volani ashes and shallow weathered

soils. However, in order to fully understand these phenomena, a onsistent model of the

hydro-mehanial oupling between water and solid grains must be taken into aount.

During soil imbibition, hanges in the pore-water pressure distribution are indued by

variations of the degree of saturation, whih modify in turn the hydrauli regime of the

soil and indue deformations of the solid matrix. Conversely, any hange in the mehanial

loading an in�uene the saturation proess. It is indeed the hydro-mehanial oupled

response of the material that is responsible of the most ommon instabilities aused by

water in�ltration: soil failure and exessive settlements under ollapse or shear strength

redutions, and the orresponding damage to adjaent strutures.

Di�erent hydro-mehanial onstitutive models have been developed in the last deades,

starting from the pioneering paper in whih the Barelona Basi Model (BBM) has been

formulated [11℄. Adopting the same framework as that of BBM, several authors provide a

haraterization of the stress state in terms of net stress and sution, see e.g. [12℄, [13℄ and

[14℄, and referenes therein. Alternatively, models have been developed on the basis on

the onept of Bishop's e�etive stress and sution, see for a review [15℄ and [16℄, or some

reent ontribution as [17℄, [18, 19℄, [20℄, [21℄, [22℄, [23℄, [24℄ and [25℄. In partiular, the

Modi�ed Cam-Clay model adopted in this work has been extended to unsaturated ondi-

tions following this approah, see [26℄ and [27℄. It aounts for the elasto-plasti behavior

of the soil and redues to the Modi�ed Cam-Clay model when saturation is attained. The

mehanism of water storage is desribed by relating sution to a measure of water volume

(volumetri water or gravimetri ontent, degree of saturation). In the most general ase,

this relation is hystereti, stress path dependent and a�eted by the pore network distri-

bution, see e.g.[28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34℄. A possibility to expliit this relationship is to

use an improved expression of Van Genuhten type, where hysteresis and dependeny on

void ratio or plasti strain are introdued. Some authors have given thermo-mehanial

bases for suh relationships, where hysteresis is assoiated to non-vanishing dissipation

and strain dependeny to the loked part of the energy (see for example [35℄). In this

paper, we disuss the general framework to model these di�erent features and further

used to formulate a hydro-mehanial model for ollapsible materials.

This model is used to study the oupled response of an horizontal layer of partially

saturated soil under wetting onditions, with the objetive of analyzing and desribing

the onsequenes of two rainfall events. The parameters of the layer have been alibrated

on two real soils: a volani ash, taken from the site of Cervinara, near Naples (Italy),

see [36℄ and a layey silt from Jossigny, near Paris (Frane), see [37℄. The response of

the soils to two di�erent in�ltration events has been studied: a moderate rainfall with

intensity reahing the 0.4 of the saturated permeability and an intense rainfall modelled
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with the zero-pore water pressure at the ground surfae. The two senarios lead to di�erent

hydrauli and mehanial responses in terms of stress paths, degree of saturation, ollapse

plasti strains and displaements at the ground level. A omparison between the results

obtained for the two materials are presented for two referene points at di�erent depths

and the pro�les along the depth for signi�ant dimensionless time.

The paper is organized as follows. In setion 1 the details of the poromehanial

model are provided deduing the onstitutive laws from thermodynamis. In setion 2

we illustrate the alibration of the onstitutive model with respet to laboratory tests.

In setion 3 we numerially simulate the wetting proess of the layer, whih is initially

normally onsolidated and subjeted to the aforementioned boundary onditions at the

ground surfae. A omparison between the results obtained for the two materials is

presented.

1 The poromehanial model: thermodynamial restri-

tions and onstitutive laws

A poromehanial model is adopted for desribing the porous skeleton through whih a

partly saturating �uid an �ow. Let Vs be the veloity of the material partiles whih

onstitute the skeleton and εij the strain �eld; the pore spae is oupied by a wetting

liquid (w) and a non-wetting phase, onstituted in partiular by a gaseous mixture of

vapor and dry air (a). The liquid is assumed inompressible and the e�et of the partial

saturation is desribed by introduing an order parameter, say the degree of saturation

Sr of the wetting phase into the urrent pore spae. The apparent densities of the wetting

�uid and the gas, with respet to the unit volume of the porous medium, are presribed

by the produt of the intrinsi densities, ρw and ρa, the degree of saturation of the two

phases, Sw = Sr and Sa := 1 − Sr, and the Eulerian porosity (n); moreover they are

assumed to satisfy the orresponding mass balane equations. Within this framework the

Lagrangian ontinuity equation relative to �uid π = w, a is

dmπ

dt
+ M

π
k,k = 0, (1)

where mπ := ρπφSπ is the �uid mass ontent related to �uid π, φ is the Lagrangian

porosity and M
π
k := ρπφSπ(Vπ

k − Vs
k) indiates the k-th omponent of the Lagrangian

�ow of the π-th phase, through the solid if only small deformations of the skeleton are

taken into aount. In the following the usually named seapage veloity is de�ned as

vk := Vw
k − Vs

k . For more details we refer to [38℄ and [39℄.

One realled kinematis, the poromehanial onstitutive model, apable for desrib-

ing the behavior of partially saturated soils will be dedued extending lassial thermody-

namial arguments. We remind that the Clausius-Duhem inequality for a porous medium,

saturated by a liquid, under isothermal onditions and purely gravitational body fores

reads as, see [38℄,

σij ε̇ij + pw
dφ

dt
−
(

1

ρf
pw,k − gk

)

M k −
dΨs

dt
≥ 0, (2)

where Mk in this ase represents the Lagrangian �ow vetor relative to the saturating �uid,

σij is the (i, j)-th omponent of the stress tensor ating on the overall porous medium, pw
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the pore-�uid pressure, gk the k-th omponent of the gravitational aeleration and φ̇ the

derivative of the Lagrangian porosity, whih in the ase of small deformations, linearly

depends on the variations of porosity and volumetri strain (positive in ompression), say

φ̇ = ṅ− n0ε̇v. Finally Ψs is the Helmoltz free energy of the solid skeleton. Assuming the

inompressibility of the solid grains implies the volumetri strain to be εv = −∆n/(1 −
n0). In this ase Terzaghi's e�etive stress σ′

ij tensor naturally arises in the dissipation

inequality:

σ′

ij ε̇ij −
(

1

ρf
pw,k − gk

)

M k −
dΨs

dt
≥ 0, σ′

ij := − (p− pw) δij + devσij ; (3)

where the mean stress p is onventionally assumed positive in ompression and devσij is

the (i, j)-th omponent of the deviatori stress. If dissipation is split into two di�erent

ontributions, one relative to the solid and one to the �uid, the lassial onstitutive laws

for Terzaghi's e�etive stress as well as standard Dary's law an be retrieved, one the

solid dissipation vanishes and the �uid one is presribed as a quadrati funtion of the

�uid �ow vetor M k.

Following now [40℄ and [41℄, the dissipation inequality (2) an be extended to the

ase of unsaturated porous media, onsidering the ontributions of a wetting �uid and a

non-wetting mixture of vapor and air:

σij ε̇ij + pa
dφa

dt
+ pw

dφw

dt
−

(

1

ρa
pa,k − gk

)

M
a
k −

(

1

ρw
pw,k − gk

)

M
w
k − dΨs

dt
≥ 0, (4)

where φa = φSa = φ(1 − Sr) and φw = φSr are the Lagrangian porosities of the two

saturating �uids. In equation (4) we a-priori negleted the moleular di�usion of the

vapor through the gas and treat the vapor-air mixture as an overall onstitutent whih

an only be trasported by Darean advetion through the pores; in other words no Fikian

ontribution to dissipation is taken into aount.

Assuming inompressibility of the solid grains implies Bishop's stress tensor

σ′

ij := (p− (1− Sr) pa − Srpw) δij + devσij , (5)

to be introdued into the Clausius-Duhem inequality (4), whih now reads

σ′

ij ε̇ij − φ (pa − pw)
dSr

dt
−

(

1

ρa
pa,k − gk

)

M
a
k −

(

1

ρw
pw,k − gk

)

M
w
k − dΨs

dt
≥ 0. (6)

The seond term in the dissipation aounts for partial saturation by means of the sution

(or apillary pressure), s := (pa − pw), whih together with Bishop's stress desribes the

omplete stress state. Analogously to the ase of saturated porous media, the overall

dissipation an be split into di�erent ontributions, one related to the skeleton, one to

the wetting �uid (the linear involving M
w
k ) and the last one to the non-wetting gaseous

mixture (the linear term involving M
a
k). In the following we shall disuss the ontribution

relative to the solid skeleton, with the aim of apturing the main harateristis of the

equations whih govern the behavior of the unsaturated porous medium. The dissipation

of the gaseous phase is veri�ed as an equality assuming the pressure of the gas to equal at

any time t the atmospheri referene pressure pa = 0. As usual the �uid dissipation an be
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satistied assuming Dary's law to hold true, so that the orresponding governing equation

for the saturation degree will be provided by lassial (isotropi) Rihards' equation:

d

dt
(nSr) = −

[

κ k(Sr)

ηw
(s,k + ρwgk)

]

,k

. (7)

Here κ is the intrinsi permeability of the skeleton and ηw the dynami visosity of the

wetting �uid. The so-alled saturated permeability is de�ned by k
sat

:= κρwg/ηw, g
being the intensity of the gravitational aeleration. The permeability is presribed by

the produt k
sat

k(Sr), where k(Sr) is the relative permeability of the wetting �uid, see for

more details [42℄.

1.1 Dissipation within the solid skeleton

The Clausius-Duhem inequality, redued to aount for the behavior of the partially

saturated porous skeleton, i.e. of the solid grains and the liquid-gas interfaes, reads as

follows:

Φs = σ′

ij ε̇ij − φs
dSr

dt
− dΨs

dt
≥ 0, (8)

whih implies the Helmholtz free energy Ψs to depend on the elasti strain and the degree

of saturation. For the sake of simpliity one an assume Ψs to equal the summation of the

elasti energy E , stored into the solid skeleton during a reversible mehanial proess, just

depending on the elasti strain εeij , and the apillary energy φU , whih is a funtion of the

saturation degree, see [43℄. Following the arguments proposed by [44℄ and more reently

by [41℄, an additional ontribution to the free energy an be provided by the so-alled

loked energy Z, stored into the elasti skeleton when irreversible proesses take plae.

Apparently this energy is parametrized by some hardening variable α, de�ned in terms

of the inelasti (plasti) strain. In the following we introdue this extra term in order

to aount for reversible variations of the free energy whih an be ahieved only when

plasti hardening ours; in partiular we assume that this ontribution is parametrized

by the saturation degree. We therefore laim that:

Ψs

(

εeij, Sr;α
)

= E
(

εeij
)

+ φU (Sr) + Z (Sr, α) . (9)

The elasti (reversible) part of the Bishop σ′e
ij stress tensor and the sution s are given by

σ′e
ij =

∂E
∂εeij

− Uδij , s = (pa − pw) = −
(

1

φ

∂Z
∂Sr

+
∂U

∂Sr

)

. (10)

The onstitutive law (10)1 presribing Bishop's stress does not depend only on the elasti

strain of the solid skeleton but also on the saturation degree of the porous network.

In other words the e�etive stress is not that of Bishop but, aording with [43℄, the

one given by the total stress σij plus the equivalent pore pressure π δij := (sSr + U) δij .
Apparently as summarized in [43℄ the di�erene between the equivalent pore pressure π
and the average pressure p∗ = s Sr, as well as that one between e�etive and Bishop's

stress, beomes smaller and smaller when approahing saturation onditions. Equation

(10)2 provides the so-alled WRC, harateristi of the �uid at equilibrium, within the

regime of reversible proesses; no hysteresis between wetting and drying proesses is
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aounted for in this formula. The ontribution provided by the loked energy Z yields

a parametrization of the WRC by the hardening variable whih in the following will be

onsidered a funtion of the plasti strain. Aordingly the dependene of the WRC on

irreversible hanges in the void ratio, observed in several laboratory tests on soils, see e.g.

[45℄ and [2℄, an be aounted for.

Coming bak to the non-vanishing terms in the dissipation, the ontributions to the

Clausius-Duhem inequality, due to the behavior of the solid skeleton, are related on one

hand to the evolution of the plasti deformations and the hardening parameters, on the

other one to the apillary hysteresis, if any, see [41℄ and [35℄. Thus one gets for the solid

dissipation:

0 ≤ Φs = p′ε̇pv + devσij ε̇
p
ij − φ

[

s+

(

1

φ

∂Z
∂Sr

+
∂U

∂Sr

)]

d Sr

d t
+ βα̇, β := −∂Z

∂α
(11)

where p′ is proportional to the �rst invariant of Bishop's stress tensor, σ′

ij , and εpv is the

volumetri plasti strain. Moreover β is the fore assoiated to the hardening variable α,
whilst the oe�ient of the time derivative of the saturation degree aounts for hysteresis

between the drainage and the imbibition urve in a sution yle, if any.

In the following we fous on the ase when the derivative of the loked energy with

respet to the saturation degree an be negleted in omparison with the orresponding

derivative of the apillary energy, whih exludes any parametrization of the retention

urve in terms of plasti deformations. This assumption will be disussed in more details

in the following subsetion where the Modi�ed Cam-Clay model is extended to the ase

of partial saturation. On the other hand the dependene of β, onjugate to the hardening
variable α, on the saturation degree Sr is still kept in the statement of the onstitutive

model. No wetting-drying yle is simulated and onsequently no ontribution related to

hydrauli hysteresis is provided to the dissipation of the skeleton; only wetting phenomena

are taken into aount, so that the apillary energy an be dedued from the wetting path

of the WRC.

The plasti model is stated onsidering, for the sake of simpliity, an isotropi loading

funtion parametrized by the hardening fore β: f (p′; q; β) ≤ 0 , where q is the so-alled

deviator stress de�ned by the seond invariant of the deviatori e�etive stress (J2) as

q :=
√
3J2 = 3

√

(I21/3− I2). The priniple of maximum plasti work holds true, whih

implies onvexity of the yield surfae f = 0, for every �xed value of the hardening fore.

Normality of the plasti strain to the yield surfae is expressed by the following �ow rule:

ε̇pv = Λ
∂f

∂p′
, dev

(

ε̇pij
)

= Λ
∂f

∂q

∂q

∂(devσij)
, (12)

where the plasti multiplier Λ obeys the Kuhn-Tuker onditions. The onsisteny ondi-

tion, during plasti strains, allows for evaluating the expression of the plasti multiplier

in terms of a proper hardening modulus H and to haraterize the hardening (softening)

onditions. Aording with the adopted form of the loked energy Z, onsisteny yields

0 = ḟ =
∂f

∂p′
ṗ′ +

∂f

∂q

∂q

∂(devσij)
devσ̇ij −

∂f

∂β

(

∂2Z
∂α2

α̇ +
∂2Z

∂α ∂Sr

Ṡr

)

. (13)

It is worth to notie that the �ow rule for the hardening variable α is, in the general

ase, non-assoiated, whih means that a suitable non-assoiated plasti potential ϕ an
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be involved: α̇ = Λ∂ϕ

∂β
, see [27℄. Consequently the following form of the plasti multiplier

arises:

Λ =
1

H

(

∂f

∂p′
ṗ′ +

∂f

∂(devσij)
devσ̇′

ij −
∂f

∂β

∂2Z

∂α∂Sr

Ṡr

)

, H :=
∂f

∂β

∂2Z

∂α2

∂ϕ

∂β
. (14)

The last term in the previous equation implies that inrements of plasti strain are on-

stitutively related not only to variations of stress but also to hanges in saturation degree.

Sine Λ must be non-negative, positive plasti strains an arise, for positive values of

H , when the stress inrement is oriented outwards with respet to the urrent elastiity

domain, keeping onstant Sr, or when positive variations of the degree of saturation are

aompanied by a positive hange of the hardening fore β with respet to saturation,

keeping onstant the state of stress, and taking the derivative of f with respet to β to

be positive. Apparently the opposite is true for softening, whih ours when H < 0.

1.2 Extending the Modi�ed Cam-Clay model

Following [26℄ and [27, 46℄, we adopt the Modi�ed Cam-Clay model extended to the ase

of partially saturated soils. A brief resumé of this formulation is reported in the following;

we refer to the above ited papers for more details. In partiular we assume the yield

lous presibed in terms of Bishop's e�etive stress omponents by the following ellipse

in the (p′, q) plane:
fcc = q2 +M2p′ (p′ − p′c) = 0, (15)

and onsider a parametrization of the onsolidation e�etive pressure p′c by the degree of

saturation; as usual M indiates the slope of the Critial State Line (CSL) .

Aording with the above general framework, an assoiated �ow rule is assumed for

plasti strains. The evolution of plasti strain is therefore presibed by the derivative with

respet to stress of the assoiated potential fcc whih implies

ε̇pv = Λ
∂fcc
∂p′

= ΛM2 (2p′ − p′c) , devε̇pij = Λ
∂fcc
∂q

∂q

∂(devσij)
= 3Λ devσij . (16)

Assuming the hardening internal variable to oinide with the volumetri plasti strain,

α = εpv, and the orresponding fore to equal the opposite of the onsolidation e�etive

stress, β = −p′c, a state equation, linking pc with εpv, need now to be formulated. Following

[27℄, and extending the Modi�ed Cam�Clay saturated model, see e.g. [38℄, the time

evolution of p′c is de�ned in terms of a double-hardening mehanism:

ṗ′c = ṗ′c(sat) + ṗ′c(unsat), (17)

with

ṗ′c(sat) =
v p′c
λ− κ

ε̇pv, ṗ′c(unsat) = −b p′cṠr. (18)

Here v = 1 + e = 1/ (1− n) is the spei� volume , given in terms of the void ratio e
the porosity n; κ and λ are the slopes of the unloading�reloading line and of the Normal

Consolidation Line (NCL), both in a semi-logarithmi piture in the ompressibility plane.

Equations (17) and (18) imply:

−β = p′c = p′0c exp

(

v

λ− κ
∆εpv

)

exp (−b∆Sr) , (19)
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∆εpv and ∆Sr being the inrements of the plasti strain and the degree of saturation with

respet to suitable referene values. Aording with equation (11) a presription for the

loked energy Z, onsistent with (19), an be formulated as

Z (Sr, ε
p
v) =

(

λ− κ

v

)

p′c + f(Sr) (20)

where f is a funtion only of the saturation degree. Consider now the onstitutive har-

aterization of the WRC, given by equation (10)2; the ontribution of the derivative of

the loked energy with respet to Sr is

1

φ

∂Z
∂Sr

= − b

φ

(

λ− κ

v

)

p′c +
1

φ

df

dSr

(21)

whih should aount for the e�et of irreversible hanges in the void ratio on the retention

harateristis of the soil. Assuming this e�et negligible, in the absene of plasti strain,

onstraints the derivative of Z to vanish when ∆εpv = 0, so that

df

dSr

= p′0c b

(

λ− κ

v

)

exp (−b∆Sr) ⇒ f(Sr) = −p′0c b
2

(

λ− κ

v

)

exp (−b∆Sr) . (22)

Coming bak to the general ase, the ontribution to the WRC provided by the loked

energy is therefore given by

1

φ

∂Z
∂Sr

= − b

φ

(

λ− κ

v

)

[

p′c − p′0c exp (−b∆Sr)
]

(23)

whih �lters out the e�et of the variations of the saturation degree but is only a�eted by

the variations of the volumetri plasti strain.This justi�es, within the framework of small

deformations, the hypothesis of negleting this ontribution with respet to the derivative

of the apillary energy U in equation (10)2.

Equation (14) for the plasti multiplier reads now as follows:

Λ =
1

H

[

2M2

(

p′ − 1

2
p′c

)

ṗ′ + devσij devσ̇
′

ij −M2p′
∂p′c
∂Sr

Ṡr

]

, H = 2M4p′
(

p′ − 1

2
p′c

)

∂p′c
∂ǫp

.

(24)

The material exhibits therefore a hardening behavior when p′ > p′c/2, whih orresponds

to H > 0, and a softening behavior when p′ < p′c/2, whih orresponds to H < 0. As

already notied, in the general formulation, hardening an our when the stress inrement

is oriented outwards with respet to the urrent elastiity domain, keeping onstant Sr,

or in ase of wetting, when the stress is kept onstant. In these last irumstanes the

only non-vanishing ontribution to Λ omes from the last term in equation (24)1, whih

is indeed positive when Ṡr > 0 (wetting), taking into aount the negative sign of the

derivative of the onsolidation stress with respet to the degree of saturation, see (19).

This ondition models the phenomenon of ollapse by wetting typial of unsaturated soils.

Substituting the �ow rule (16) into the dissipation inequality (11), taking into aount

the assumptions for the hardening variables and bearing in mind the expression for the

yield surfae provides the following redued expression for the Clausius�Duhem inequality,

whih is de�nitely similar to that of the modi�ed Cam-Clay model, see [47℄:

Φs = ΛM2 (p′c − p′) p′ (25)

whih is indeed onsistent with thermodynamis.
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2 Calibration of the Modi�ed Cam-Clay model

The Modi�ed Cam-Clay onstitutive model has been alibrated by means of laboratory

tests performed under sution ontrolled onditions on a volani ash and a layey silt, say

the Cervinara ash and the Jossigny silt, aording with the sites (south on Naples, Italy,

and east of Paris, Frane), where they have been taken. The two materials signi�antly

di�er in the physial harateristis as well as in the main hydro-mehanial properties,

in partiular the initial void ratio, the WRC and the ompressibility.

2.1 Cervinara ash

The volani ash from Cervinara is a silty sand with a non-plasti �ne-grained ompo-

nent, generally less than 30%, onstituted by very poor ordered minerals (sanidine and

pyroxenes) see [48, 36, 5℄. This material is haraterized by maropores having a size

omparable to that of the oarsest partiles and it has an uniformity oe�ient, d60/d10,
equal to 10 and an in-situ porosity ranging between 0.65 and 0.75.

The parameters of the Van Genuhten type WRC, Sr = S̄r +
(

1− S̄r

)

/ (1 + (α s)n)m,
where S̄r is the residual saturation degree, have been alibrated with respet to the ex-

perimental results obtained under sution ontrolled onditions and reported in [36℄. A

omparison between the Van Genuhten urve and the experimental data is reported in

Figure 1a. Consider now the permeability whih depends in partially saturated porous

media not only on the pore-struture, say the void ratio, and the pore-�uid properties, say

the density and the visosity, but also on the relative amount of pore-�uid in the system,

say the degree of saturation. Here the unsaturated hydrauli permeability is �tted with

the Van Genuhten model k(Sr) =
√
Sr

[

1−
(

1− Sδ
r

)β
]n

, see Figure 1b. The parameters

Figure 1: (a) WRCs �tted by the Van Genuhten model; (b) Permeabilities bak analyzed by

the Van Genuhten model.

δ, β and n have been alibrated by bak analysing the equalisation stage of triaxial tests

related to di�erent values of sution, onsidering in partiular the time evolution of the

water ontent, see Figure 2a. The mehanial properties of the material have been ali-

brated following the proedure reported in [2℄, for oedometri onditions, and extended to
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triaxial onditions in [49℄. The slopes of the NCL and of the unloading-reloading line in

the plane v � lnp′, say λ and κ respetively, are alibrated with the results of the isotropi

ompression tests in saturated onditions, see Figure 2b. The parameter b, whih de-

sribes translations of the NCL due to partial saturation, is alibrated using the results

of the isotropi ompression test, in partiular at s = 40 kPa, see see [36℄ and Figure 2b.

The omparison between the experimental results and the model preditions is reported

in Figure 2b. It on�rms the apability of the model to desribe the mehanial behavior

of the soil along the stress paths applied during ompression tests. Parameter M has

Figure 2: Fitting of the hydro-mehanial onstitutive parameters for the Cervinara ash: (a)

water ontent evolution during the equalisation stage of di�erent triaxial tests; (b) void ratios in

terms of mean e�etive stress during isotropi ompression tests

been alibrated on the basis of the shear strength obtained in saturated triaxial tests at

di�erent on�ning pressures and a typial value for the Poisson's ratio has been assumed.

2.2 Jossigny silt

The Jossigny silt has been studied in saturated and unsaturated onditions by several

authors, see e.g. [2℄. It is a low plastiity silt with 25% of lay retrieved by an allu-

vial deposit loated at Jossigny, East of Paris, Frane. Clay minerals determined by

X-ray di�ratometry are illite, kaolinite and inter-strati�ed illite-smetite. No signi�ant

swelling properties on ompated states have been observed on wetting [37℄.

The parameters of the model have been alibrated at the light of the experimental

results under saturated and unsaturated onditions obtained in [50℄ and reported in [51℄

and [2℄. The parameters of the Van Genuhten type WRC have been alibrated by best

�tting the wetting path performed under sution ontrolled onditions at an average void

ratio e = 0.82, see Figure 1a. The relative permeability urve is taken from the one

provided by [52℄, see Figure 1b.

The ompressibility parameters λ, κ and b have been alibrated on the basis of the

experimental results obtained during oedometer loading under ontrolled sution. The

omparison between the model predition and the data is reported in Figure 3. The axial

loading stage of the triaxial tests under unsaturated ondition has been used to alibrate

the slope of the CSL in the (p′, q)-plane, say M .
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Figure 3: Fitting of the mehanial parameters: void ratio in terms of mean e�etive stress

during oedometri ompression tests of the Jossigny silt.

The hydro-mehanial parameters of both materials are summarized in Table 1 and

Table 2.

3 Numerial modeling of water imbibition

The objetive of the numerial modeling is to disuss the imbibition problem into a two-

dimensional soil olumn with geostati stresses distribution and under ondition of null

lateral deformation. This problem simulates the e�et of rainfall events with uniform

spatial distribution over a large ground surfae.

The problem is analyzed by performing plane strain numerial simulations with the

ommerial ode ABAQUS/Standard. The Modi�ed Cam-Clay model (15)-(24) has been

implemented in this ode by [53℄, adopting the impliit return mapping algorithm devel-

oped by [54℄. The subroutine has been initially validated simulating the response of a

referene elementary volume, see [53℄, and later in the study of a real dam, see [55℄.

The two-dimensional �nite element mesh is H = 10 m high and B = 2 m wide, see

Figure 4. The numerial analysis returns stable and aurate responses whih do not

appreiably depend on element size. Mehanial boundary onditions are of three types:

presribed null horizontal displaements on the lateral sides of the mesh; presribed null

total displaements at the bottom of the olumn and presribed null stress on the top of

the olumn.

Under geostati onditions, the vertial total stress σv inreases almost linearly with

depth. The pore-water pressure pro�le is assumed hydrostati and the groundwater table

is initially loated at the lower boundary. The e�etive horizontal stresses σ′

h are expressed

as a funtion of σ′

v through the earth pressure oe�ientK0 , see [56℄. Presribed hydrauli

onditions impose null water �ux at all boundaries exept on the top of the mesh where

two types of in�ltration are allowed, see Figure 4. The �rst one simulates the ase of

an intense rainfall for whih ground surfae beomes saturated. This ase is modeled by

applying null water pressure on the top of the mesh and orresponds to �x the so-alled

surfae ponding onditions. The seond one orresponds to the ase of a moderate rainfall

intensity, equal to 40% of the saturated permeability of the soil, see Table 3.
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Figure 4: The �nite element mesh adopted is 2×10m2
and onsists of �ne 8-noded quadrilateral

elements.

4 Numerial results

4.1 Hydration and deformation pro�les

The main features of the response of the two materials an be haraterized following

the development of the imbibition proess of the layer. To this aim, the time evolutions

of Sr, pw and εpv pro�les are depited in Figures 5�8 for the pyrolasti and layey soil,

respetively, and the two in�ltration onditions reported in Table 3. In the ase of surfae

ponding ondition the simulation is arried out until reahing the stationary onditions

whereas it is sharply interrupted when water table reahes the ground surfae in ase of

the �ow boundary ondition.

4.1.1 Cervinara ash

Sr, pw and εpv pro�les are depited in Figure 5, for surfae ponding boundary onditions,

at di�erent dimensionless times T = t k
sat

/H , whose de�nition naturally arises from

the dimensional analysis of Rihards' equation (7) speialised for the onsidered one�

dimensional problem. In�ltration takes plae along a sharp front. As presented by [57℄,

this is due to a spei� range for the ratio between the unsaturated permeability and

the slope of the retention urve. The pore-water pressure pw exhibits a similar behavior

as Sr, see Figure 5b. Only when the wetting front reahes the bottom of the layer, the

water pressure beomes positive, the water table moves upwards through the layer and the

hydrostati onditions are quikly attained; on the other hand assoiated to the downward

propagation of the wetting front no positive values of the water pressure are ahieved. As
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the wetting front propagates, plasti volumetri strains also show up, with a maximum

at the urrent plaement of the front, while dereasing to a mostly onstant value above

and below it. One attained omplete saturation along the pro�le, no inrease of plasti

volumetri strain arises.

Under �ow ontrolled in�ltration, Sr pro�les indiate slower and more di�use front

propagation and full saturation is reahed �rst at the bottom of the layer. From that

time, water level starts to rise up to the top of the olumn leading a deease of vertial

e�etive stress at almost onstant vertial total stress, see Figure 11. Also in this ase the

εpv pro�le exhibits a maximum, with the wetting front propagating downwards through

the layer (T ranging between 0.9 and 1.1), whih orresponds to the saturation degree

ahieving the value Sr = 0.72, onsistent with the �ow boundary ondition presribed

at the top of the layer. After this, the rising up of the water table from the bottom is

aompanied by further volumetri deformations, whih attain their maximum value at

omplete saturation.

Figure 5: Water saturation pro�les relative to Cervinara ash: isohrones of Sr, pw and ε
p
v, for

surfae ponding boundary onditions, parametrized by the dimensionless time T .

Figure 6: Water saturation pro�les relative to Cervinara ash: isohrones of Sr, pw and ε
p
v, for

�ow boundary onditions, parametrized by the dimensionless time T .
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4.1.2 Jossigny silt

The pro�les of Sr, pw and εpv, relative to the Jossigny silt, for surfae ponding boundary

onditions, are reported in Figure 7. Besides the qualitative similarity with those of

Cervinara's ash, there are quantitative di�erenes in the saturation degree and the water

pressure (wetting front is thiker and in�ltration quiker in Jossigny silt) beause of the

absolute values of permeability and WRC. As in the ase of Cervinara ash, the pro�les

of εpv have a maximum at the urrent plaement of the wetting front and a progressively

derease above and below it.

Also onsidering �ow boundary onditions, the ase of the silt is quite similar to that

of the ash, however beause of the di�erenes in the k(Sr) urves the �ow boundary

ondition implies the degree of saturation to be quite lose to one, at the top of the layer.

Therefore the seond part of the evolution is not evident at all.

Figure 7: Water saturation pro�les relative to Jossigny silt: isohrones of Sr, pw and ε
p
v, for

surfae ponding boundary onditions, parametrized by the dimensionless time T .

Figure 8: Water saturation pro�les relative to Jossigny silt: isohrones of Sr, pw and ε
p
v, for

�ow boundary onditions, parametrized by the dimensionless time T .

4.1.3 Settlement indued by wetting

In Figure 9, the settlement indued by rainfall in�ltration at the surfae is reported as

funtion of dimensionless time. As expeted, the evolution of settlement due to plasti
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ompression is faster when presribing ponding boundary onditions rather than �ow, for

both materials. The maximum of displaement w = w
max

≃ 0.33− 0.44 m is attained, at

ponding, for T = 0.16 and 0.28 for Jossigny and Cervinara soil, respetively.

Under �ow boundary ondition, the magnitude of the maximum displaement in the

Jossigny silt is the same as that ahieved at ponding, but with a time delay, T ≃ 0.8.
While w

max

≃ 0.38 m (T ≃ 1.8) is lower ompared to ponding in Cervinara ash. The

�nal swelling is related to the elasti part of the deformation indued by the derease

of e�etive stress. In the Cervinara ash the double mehanism of wetting during �ow

Figure 9: Settlements indued by saturation for the Cervinara ash and the Jossigny silt.

ontrolled in�ltration indues plasti deformation smaller than that relative to surfae

ponding.

4.2 Coupled hydro-mehanial responses at di�erent depths

The hydro-mehanial behaviors of the Cervinara and Jossigny soils are analysed in the

following subsetions, fousing the attention on the responses of two referene elements

loated at depths of 2 and 8 m from the top of the soil domain. The time evolutions of

the saturation degree, the pore-water pressure, the unit soil weight, the plasti volumetri

strains, the inrements of the total and e�etive vertial and horizontal stresses and the

stress paths are reported in order to monitor the behavior of the soil lose to the surfae

and the bottom of the layer, when surfae ponding and �ow boundary onditions are

imposed at the top of the domain. The inrements in the vertial and horizontal stresses

are evaluated with respet to the geostati values.

4.2.1 Cervinara ash

The time evolution of the saturation degree Sr with referene to the above mentioned

elements when null water pressure is imposed at the top of the layer is shown in Figure

10. Aording with the saturation pro�les, see Figures 5a, Sr keeps onstant values until

the wetting front reahes the referene element. As the wetting front passes through it, a

smooth variation of Sr is observed and saturation is attained rather slowly.

The pore-water pressure evolves in time aording with the pro�les reported in Figure

10b. Similarly to the evolution of Sr, pw inreases abruptly when the wetting front reahes

the referene element. Then it keeps a onstant value, almost equal to zero, for a time
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Figure 10: Time evolution of Sr, pw, γ, ε
p
v, ∆σv, ∆σ′

v, ∆σ′

h, ∆σh for surfae ponding boundary

onditions.
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Figure 11: Time evolution of Sr, pw, γ, ε
p
v, ∆σv, ∆σ′

v, ∆σ′

h, ∆σh for �ow ponding boundary

onditions.
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interval, during whih the wetting front moves out of the referene element and reahes

the bottom of the layer. At this moment the water table moves up from the bottom to the

ground surfae and when it reahes the referene element the pore-water pressure starts

to rise up again attaining its hydrostati stationary value.

The time evolution of the unit soil weight is reported in Figure 10. It maintains

onstant values until the wetting front is still above the referene element. As the wetting

front passes through the element, the unit soil weight attains its stationary value.

The hanges in time of the plasti strain εpv are drawn in Figure 10d. Again when the

wetting front is still above the referene element, the solid skeleton shrinks aording to

the inrement of the gravity loading exerted on it. When the front reahes volumetri the

element, the volumetri ollapse ours ausing irreversible volumetri strains, even when

the mean e�etive stress dereases. Finally, as soon as the front attains the bottom of the

soil domain and the water table rises through the referene element, the volumetri plasti

strain shows no signi�ant variations. This means that the response of the material in

the last part of the imbibition proess is substantially elasti.

The variations in time of the total vertial stress inrement ∆σv indued by the in�l-

tration proess in the shallow and deep elements are shown in the Figure 10e. As ∆σv

represents the umulative gravity loading exerted on the element, it inreases until the

saturation onditions are attained above the element itself. This ours in the Cervinara

soil when the water table rises through the referene element.

The hanges in time of the e�etive vertial stress inrement ∆σ′

v are shown in Figure

10f. ∆σ′

v inreases almost linearly with time until the wetting front reahes the position

of the referene element. During this part of the evolution proess, the pro�le of ∆σ′

v or-

responds exatly to that of ∆σv. When the front passes through the element, the e�etive

vertial stress dereases and remains onstant until the front reahes the bottom of the

domain. When the water table, moving from the bottom, reahes the referene element,

∆σ′

v starts to derease again attaining the stationary value, following the variation of the

pore-water pressure.

The time evolution of the e�etive horizontal stress inrement ∆σ′

h is qualitatively

similar to that of ∆σ′

v, even if it ranges over a thinner interval, see Figure 10g.

Finally the time evolution of the total horizontal stress inrement ∆σh is shown in

Figure 10h. The initial inrement of∆σh is due to that of ∆σ′

h; the subsequent inrements

are essentially aused by the positive variations of the pore-water pressures.

The stress paths followed by the shallow and the deep elements when surfae ponding

boundary onditions are presribed at the ground surfae are illustrated in the Figure

12. The evolution of the stress state is drawn in the (p′, q)-plane emphasizing the relative

position of the urrent stress state with respet to the urrent yield surfae. The evolution

of the spei� volume is depited in the (p′, v)-plane together with the NCLs related to

the initial and saturated onditions and the �nal Unloading -Reloading Line (URL).

The initial stress state A lies on the yield surfae along the K0 line, as expeted

in a normally onsolidated soil. In oedometri onditions, the inrement of the gravity

loading, due to the propagation of the wetting front above the referene element, fores

the response in the (p′, q)-plane to still move along the K0-line (path AB). In this branh,

the stress ratio remains almost onstant as the variations of the saturation degree are too

small for signi�antly a�eting the size of the Cam-Clay ellipse, see [56℄. This means

that, going from A to B, the yield surfae expands following the plasti volumetri strain

inrements and therefore the response of the material, in the ompressibility plane, is
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Figure 12: Stress paths and volumetri behavior for surfae ponding boundary onditions for

Cervinara ash: (a) shallow element: z = 2 m; deep element: z = 8 m.
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ontrolled by the NCL relative to the urrent saturation degree.

When the wetting front reahes the referene element, the saturation degree and the

pore-water pressure start to inrease and onsequently the mean e�etive stress dereases

(path BCD). Beause of oedometri onditions also the deviator stress dereases along

this branh. Even if the yield surfae shrinks, this an be not su�ient for keeping the ur-

rent stress state in the elasto-plasti regime. This ours to the shallow element, ausing

its elasti swelling (see path BC in Figure 12a), but not to the deep one, whih abruptly

su�ers a volumetri ollapse (see path BD Figure 12b). Indeed, the referene element

ollapses when small sution hanges are responsible for large variations of the satura-

tion degree, say when the maximum urvature point in the WRC is exeeded. On the

other hand, when large sution hanges indue small variations of the saturation degree,

the stress follows a path whose slope is univoally presribed by the elasti oe�ient

Ke
0 = ν/(1 − ν), see path BC in Figure 12a. Going towards saturation onditions, the

pronouned shrinkage of the yield surfae fores the stress state of the shallow element to

lie again on the urrent ellipse. In the elasto-plasti regime, the stress path tends towards

the K0-line and the solid skeleton ollapses (path CD in Figure 12a).

Finally for both elements any further inrement of the saturation degree enhanes a

moderate shrinkage of the yield surfae aompanied by stress release (path DE). Be-

ause of the pronouned unloading, assoiated with the abrupt inrease of the pore-water

pressure, stress falls into the elasti domain and, onsequently, the spei� volume on-

tinuously inreases along the URL (path DEF ).
Consider now �ow boundary onditions, the time evolution of the same quantities

introdued for desribing the imbibition proess due to surfae ponding boundary ondi-

tion are still adopted and shown in Figure 13. Considering that no signi�ant di�erenes

were found upon hanging hydrauli boundary onditions, the responses in (p′, q) and

(p′, v) planes due to �ow boundary ondition are not reported here. Moreover, we remind

that the numerial analyses performed imposing a onstant �ux on the top of the soil

are interrupted when the water table reahes this boundary. Consequently no stationary

values are attained at the end of the numerial simulations. In the following few remarks

onerning the main di�erenes between the pro�les relative to the onsidered boundary

onditions are listed:

[� Beause of the presribed �ow boundary onditions, the propagation of the wetting

front from the top to the bottom of the layer enfores the saturation degree to

attain, at the front, a value onsistent with the assumed seepage veloity v = 0.4k
sat

,

aording to the permeability urve, Figure1. This implies that wetting is rather

far from saturation and, onsequently, the rising up of the water table takes longer

time to reah the top of the layer. Coherently, the saturation degree and the pore-

water pressure gradually inrease and the time at whih the shallow element gets

saturation is de�nitely larger than that of the deep element. The unit soil weight,

the total vertial stress inrement and the volumetri strain exhibit a two-steps

behavior similar to that of the degree of saturation.

� The saturation proess takes longer time for �ow boundary onditions rather than

for surfae ponding boundary onditions. As we already notied, the omplete sat-

uration is due to the rising up of the water table from the bottom. Presribing �ow

boundary onditions, in partiular for the Cervinara soil, implies this saturation

front to propagate through a really partially saturated porous medium. Therefore
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the veloity of propagation of the front is lower than that observed for surfae pond-

ing boundary onditions, where the front rises up in an almost saturated stratum.

4.2.2 Jossigny silt

In this setion, the attention is foused on the hydro-mehanial behavior of the Jossigny

silt when surfae ponding and �ow boundary onditions are imposed at the top of the

domain. The numerial results are analysed underlining the main di�erenes with respet

to the Cervinara ash.

The time evolution of Sr when surfae ponding boundary ondition is applied at the top

of the layer is shown in Figure 10a. When the wetting front passes through the referene

element, the saturation degree abruptly inreases and almost saturated onditions are

ahieved. Comparing the responses of the two materials, a steeper variation of Sr is

observed in the Jossigny silt and the saturation is attained more quikly. The wetting

front passes through the shallow elements almost at the same dimensionless time T , whilst
it rosses the deep element of the silt before that of the ash. This means that, lose to the

outer surfae, the imbibition is mainly driven by the saturated permeability onversely

the omplete dependene of permeability on the saturation degree a�ets the response of

the deep elements.

The time evolution of pore-water pressure pw of the Jossigny silt does not signi�antly

di�er from that of the Cervinara soil. As already underlined for Sr, the main di�erenes in

the responses of the two materials regard the smoother variation of pw in the pyrolasti

soil and the time-shift in the attainment of the hydrostati values.

The time evolution of the unit soil weight is qualitatively similar to that observed

in the Cervinara soil. However, the initial values of γ are signi�antly higher in the

silt than in the pyrolasti layer. Conversely, the orresponding inrements, assoiated

with imbibition, are larger in the Cervinara than in the Jossigny soils. These features

are mainly due to the high porosity of the pyrolasti soil, whih onsequently an keep

inside a large amount of water, and to the initial distribution of the saturation degree.

Regarding the volumetri behaviour, the volumetri plasti strains indued by gravity

loading and wetting ollapse in the Jossigny silt are smaller than that aumulated in

the volani ashes. This is mainly due to the di�erenes in the initial porosity and the

parametrisation of the NCL with respet to the saturation degree.

∆σv inreases until the saturation onditions are attained above the onsidered ele-

ment, similarly to the pyrolasti soil. However, as saturation is di�erently ahieved in the

two materials, ∆σv in the Jossigny silt approahes its stationary value when the wetting

front passes through the element. Moreover, the di�erene in the slope of the ∆σv pro�le

is justi�ed by the larger amount of water kept inside by the pyrolasti soil.

Finally, the di�erenes in the pro�les of ∆σ′

v, ∆σ′

h and ∆σh for the two materials are

onsistent with the above mentioned remarks on the pw and ∆σv pro�les.

The stress paths and the volumetri behavior of the shallow and deep elements in

the Jossigny soil are shown in Figure 13. The responses in the (p′, q) and (p′, v) planes
do not show signi�ant di�erenes ompared with those of the Cervinara soil. However,

omparing elements at the same depth, the inrement of the invariants along the path

AB is smaller than that observed in the Cervinara soil. This is a onsequene of the lower

porosity and the higher initial saturation degree of the Jossigny silt ompared with the

volani ashes. Moreover the volumetri ollapse exhibited by the Jossigny silt orresponds
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Figure 13: Stress paths and volumetri behavior for surfae ponding boundary onditions for

Jossigny silt: (a) shallow element: z = 2 m; deep element: z = 8 m.

to a negative variation of the spei� volume less signi�ant than that of Cervinara.

Finally, the the results obtained imposing �ow boundary onditions are shown in Figure

11. As already notied, imposing a seepage veloity equal to 0.4 k
sat

orresponds to

presribe at the front a saturation degree equal to 0.72 in the volani ash and of 0.98
in the silt. In both ases saturation is ahieved when the water table rises up through

the soil layer. However, as in the silt the water table moves upwards in almost saturated

stratum, the hanges of Sr, γ, ε
p
v and ∆σv due to the seond part of the evolution are

rather unimportant, espeially for the shallow element. Similarly to the Cervinara soil,

the stress paths and the volumetri behaviours of the two referene elements are poorly

in�uened by hydrauli boundary onditions and, therefore, they are not shown here.
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5 Conlusions

In this paper we investigated the oupled hydro-mehanial response of two di�erent

partially saturated soils - a layey silt and a volani ash - initially loaded by in-situ

stresses and subjeted to rainfall in�ltration. A suitable elasto-plasti onstitutive model,

extended to the regime of partial saturation, has been adopted to desribe the response

of the soils during water in�ltration in oedometri onditions. We deeply disussed the

e�ets of the hydro-mehanial oupling in terms of the evolution of the saturation pro�les

and the stress paths, followed by points at di�erent depths through the layer. The adopted

onstitutive model aounts for the e�et of partial saturation on yielding onditions by

introduing a parametrization of the onsolidation e�etive pressure p′c on the degree

of saturation. The model has been separately alibrated for the two materials using

triaxial and oedometri tests under sution ontrolled onditions; in partiular the results

of equalization during sution ontrolled triaxial tests has been used to alibrate the

unsaturated hydrauli permeability.

Conerning the hydrauli aspets of the phenomenon, saturation is mainly due to

a wetting front propagating downwards, when surfae ponding boundary onditions are

presribed at the top of the soil domain. Conversely, �ow boundary onditions imply

that the entire layer is progressively saturated only when the water table moves from

the bottom to the top. Beause of this disrepany the time neessary to saturate the

entire layer is muh larger when presribing �ow boundary onditions rather than surfae

ponding.

The hydro-mehanial oupling has also been analysed through the spae-time evo-

lution of plasti volumetri strain. The maximum of plasti ompressive deformation,

under surfae ponding onditions, is attained at the depth of omplete saturation. On

the other hand, under �ow boundary ondition, the ativation of a double mehanisms of

saturation, onsisting into the top-down propagation of a wetting front, followed by the

bottom-up propagation of the saturation front, yields a relative maximum of the plasti

strain initially to propagate from the top to the bottom of the layer, and later the abso-

lute maximum to rise up from the bottom to the top. The spatial distribution of plasti

deformations is partiular relevant in the predition of the di�erential settlement indued

by rainfall events in shallow foundations.

Di�erenes in hydration kinetis have an in�uene on the stress paths and the orre-

sponding volumetri deformations of the soil. It is partiularly interesting to remark that

a yle in stress and strain develops during hydration. When the wetting front is above

the target depth, the mehanial response is driven by time-varying inrease of the total

vertial stress, due to inrease in material spei� weight. Conversely, one the wetting

front has passed the target depth, the mehanial response is driven by the derease of

vertial e�etive stress due to inreases in pore-water pressure and saturation. During the

latter proess, even if the stress state points inward the yield surfae, the solid skeleton

ould ollapse beause of the shrinkage of the elasti domain assoiated with the inrement

of the saturation degree.

Further developments will be devoted to extend our results to the ase of non-horizontal

ground surfae with the aim of simulating the triggering onditions of shallow landslides

indued by rainfall events and omparing it to doumented ase-histories.
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Table 1: Hydrauli parameters for the two materials.

Cervinara Jossigny

α (kPa −1
) 0.13 0.08

m 0.57 0.49

WRC n 2.32 1.96

S̄r 0.36 0.41

k
sat

(m/s) 1.44 10

−6
3.67 10

−7

Permeability δ 6 0.138

β 2.5 2 10

−4

n 1.5 0.55
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Table 2: Mehanial parameters for the two materials.

λ κ M ν b
γs

(kN/m3)

Cervinara 0.22 0.03 1.45 0.25 2.3 25.6

Jossigny 0.14 0.004 1.2 0.3 1.97 26.4
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Table 3: Hydrauli boundary onditions: surfae ponding and �ow.

z = 0 z = H x = 0 x = B
x ∈ (0, B) x ∈ (0, B) z ∈ (0, H) z ∈ (0, H)

surfae ponding pw = 0 vz = 0 vx = 0 vx = 0
�ow vz = 0.4 k

sat

vz = 0 vx = 0 vx = 0
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